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…didactic…



Key considerations

1. AVT is primarily viewed as a mediation practice. The learner 
becomes a social agent that mediates between the clip and others, 
using aural or written discourse to interpret what can be seen - or 
heard - including semiotic signs and images. 

2. The idea of converting images into words without necessarily 
translating from a native language (L1) into a foreign language 
(FL/L2) but going from an image-concept into an L2 linguistic code. 



Didactic Audio Description (AD)

AD as a didactic tool is an innovative area that has a significant 
potential for students. This mode of AVT is used for making video 
content accessible to blind and visually impaired viewers. An 
additional narration is inserted to describe information transmitted 
visually, converting images into words. 



Audiovisual 
Translation

Spoken output (SL) > 
Spoken output (TL)

Spoken output (SL) > 
Written output (TL)

Media
Accessibility



It’s a task with a clip…      

• It can be done collaboratively
• It can be an adaptation from an AD from L1 to L2
• It might be just a clip
• Or a clip can be created and audio described





L2-L1
INTERLINGUISTIC

IMAGES-L2 
INTRALINGUISTIC / 

INTERSEMIOTIC

CREATIVE HYPER-CREATIVE: video 
filming + AD

AD 
task types



AD in LL: the state of the art

• Passive AD for vocabulary acquisition 
(Martínez Martínez, 2012)
• Improving writing skills (Clouet, 2005)
• General improvement in language 

learning (Gajek & Szwarkowska, 2013)
• Lexical competence & four traditional 

skills (Ibáñez & Vermeulen, 2013, 2014)
• Lexical competence (Calduch & Talaván, 

18)
• Oral competence (Talaván et al, 2014) (Talaván

& Lertola 2016) & (Navarrete 2018, 2021)



Methodological framework



A total switch of perspective!

Mediation means integration: a holistic approach - NOT interaction of THE FOUR SKILLS



Action-oriented Approach (AoA)
• A language learner becomes a social agent, a member of a community in charge 

of accomplishing tasks ‘in a given set of circumstances, in a specific environment
and within a particular field of action’ (Council of Europe, 2001: 9 cited in Piccardo
& North, 2019).

• It’s the close relationship between a number of factors: language tasks, how they 
are viewed, the role of the resources used which might vary from a cognitive, 
emotional or volitional nature, as well as precise individual abilities. 

• It’s the CEFR contribution to the transparency and coherence of the complexity 
involved in language use and language education, but it does not intend to create 
a methodological agenda; instead it means a ‘powerful foundation that relates the 
individuals to the social context, and suggests real-life situations with their 
implications and outputs’ (ibid: 4). 



Mediation 
activities

Mediating a 
sequence of images 

from a clip

Relaying specific 
information of AV 

images 

Mediating a text

Relaying specific 
information in 

(speech / writing)

Explaining data (i.e. 
charts)

Processing text in 
(speech / writing)

Translating a written 
text in (speech / 

writing)

Note taking (i.e. 
lectures)

Personal responses 
to creative texts 

(including literat.)

Criticism of creative 
texts (including 

literat.)

Mediating concepts

Collaborating in a 
group

Facilitating 
collaborative 
interaction

Collaborating to 
construct meaning

Leading group work

Managing interaction

Encouraging 
conceptual work

Mediating 
communication

Facilitating 
pluricultural space

Acting as an 
intermediary 

(informal situations)

Facilitating comm. 
(delicate situations & 

disagreements)



Sample illustrative descriptors

C2
Can audio describe (in Language B) relevant visual elements of a video clip to visually
impaired viewers, using sophisticated vocabulary and minimalistic structures (when
needed) for the narration to be in synchrony with the images of the clip (following near
professional standards).

A1 &
Pre-A1

Can audio describe (in Language B) relevant visual elements of a video clip to visually
impaired viewers, using basic words and structures that do not require much
reorganisation for the narration to be in synchrony with the images of the clip.

Can audio describe (in Language B) specific, relevant points contained in predictable
information about times and places, short and simple texts, labels and notices and on
basic situations appearing in a video clip whilst keeping the synchrony with its images
and using short sentences.





Why What

How When



Where

Ubication of a scene:
• Indoor space:

• Building
• House
• Shopping centre

• Outdoor space:
• Beach
• Countryside
• Forest
• Street

What/Who

Relevant images
• Landscape
• Characters
• Costumes
• Actions

How

• How actions take
place:
• Key objects
• Facial/body

gestures
• Atmospheric

elements, etc.

When

• In the
morning/evening

• Summertime
• In the 20’s
• But, other

elements might
provide the
information
needed such as 
costumes, etc.



Lexical 
adequacy

Grammatical
accuracy

Tone & 
Rhythm

Reduction Creativity
No content
anticipation



Lexical adequacy

Action verbs
• blink
• bounce
• limp 
• stumble
• skip
• glance
• stare
• wink 
• drop
• glare 
• gaze
• pace
• stalk
• tiptoe 

Grammatical
accuracy

• In a shopping centre
• Good usage of pronouns

(anaphoric & cataphoric)
• The/a
• Short sentences (no sub)
• Punctuation

Tone & rhythm

Tone & rhythm of the
situation described

• Tragedy
• Comedy
• Children tales
• Action
• Plot & register



Reduction

Less is more:
• Use a limited number of 

words
• Use short words
• Avoid long adverbs
• Avoid redundant info
• Avoid describing what is

inferred
• Knowledge of the world

Creativity

Expressing ideas with less
words:

• See/contemplate
• Find synonyms

No content
anticipation

• The piece of work has to 
be known well

• Essential details have to 
be provided ifor the
audience to understand
what will happen later

• Not to anticípate events, 
relationships, names, etc.

• The knive of the killer/ 
the knive in a family meal.



Título de la presentación

LIP SYNCRONY & 
SYNCHRONY 
(narration & images)

• Remember to 
synchronise your speech 
with the lips and 
character gestures / 
your narration with the 
images of the video. 

FLUENCY & SPEED

• Be fluent and with an 
adequate speed in such 
a way that your speech 
sounds as natural as 
possible.

DRAMATIZATION

• Although we aren’t
actors, our speech needs
to match the content of 
the video. 

NATURALNESS

• Your pronunciation and 
intonation should 
match those of your L2,  
in order to sound as 
natural as possible.



Effective didactic AD usage: 
Recommendations to teachers



Student profile Curriculum Task adequacy

Task/mode
integration

Vocabulary
Grammar
Culture

Video selection

Lesson plan Assessment



Student profile

• Interests
• Age
• Level of competence
• Attitude
• Aptitude

Curriculum

• Needs
• Challenges

Task adequacy

• Profile
• Curriculum
• Modes
• Linguistic elements
• Culture
• Video selection
• Planning
• Assessment

Task
integration/
Modes

• Mediation
• Pronunciation
• Intonation
• Fluency
• Grammar
• Culture
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Vocabulary
Grammar
Culture

• What ítems are needed
to complete tasks

• How to do it
• Before/during/after the

lesson

Video selection

• Video adequacy
• It’s key for the teacher

to complete the task
before planning the
lesson

• Create tasks afterwards

Planning

• Pre-warm
• viewing
• AD task
• Post-production task

Assessment

• Integrated tasks
• Mediation
• Oral production
• Written production



AVT task structure/lesson plan
Stage Description Objective

Warm-up (10 min) Introduction tasks on the video 
content, plot, characters, actions 
and images (AD)
New vocabulary, grammar 
structures, intercultural information

Finding about the context of the 
video to prepare for AVT task

Viewing (10 min) The clip is viewed at least twice Finding about the messages 
conveyed by the clip
Anticipating problems or temporal 
limitations for the AVT task

AVT task: dubbing/AD/subtitling Dubbing/AD/(subtitling) Develop linguistic, pronunciation 
and other other skills in an 
integrated manner

Production tasks (post-AVT tasks) Oral discussions on video content
Role-plays to practice linguistic 
elements
Written production tasks

Improved linguistic skills developed 
in the previous stage



Lesson Plans
Components:

1) Warm up

2) Pre-viewing

3) Viewing and AVT 
task

4) Post-AVT task

https://docs.google.co
m/forms/d/174uzoiHG
y7LFJdjfZ4xyMo0AUDl8
6tA9SV0e5dcC9iM/edit

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/174uzoiHGy7LFJdjfZ4xyMo0AUDl86tA9SV0e5dcC9iM/edit




Conclusions



Key factors to consider

ØLimitations faced by visually-impaired viewers
ØCurriculum/syllabus/lesson planning/task scaffolding
ØAppropriacy: level of difficulty/clip selection/timing
ØCompleting the AD task before designing the whole lesson
ØRole of technology



Space for the
description Synchrony

Content 
balance

Plot as the
axis for

description

Language
typology: AD

Self-contained
clip

Objectivity
Balance: 

rhythm, tone
& suspense

Fidelity Unpatronising
tone

No 
anticipation of 

content



m.navarrete@ucl.ac.uk

Thank you!
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